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Multi-winner Election Rules

There is a significant difference in the purpose of single-winner
and multi-winner elections.

Single-winner social choice rules are used to make final
decisions.

The multi-winner election rules are used to elect an assembly
whose members will be authorized to take final decisions on
behalf of the society.

Parliament choosing rules are of this kind.

Members of parliament represent us when final decisions are
taken.
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Representation: What is this?

This is a hotly debated issue in Political Theory.1 We may think
of two main types of it:

• representation on regional issues;

• representation on global issues.

These two types of representation drive us towards two
different solutions.

In NZ we also have

• representation on Maori issues.

1Hanna F. Pitkin. The Concept of Representation. University of California
Press. Berkeley, 1972.
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Districting

It is geared towards regional issues.

Representation on the regional issues lead to dividing the
country into districts and voters from each district select 1–7
representatives using one or another voting rule, e.g., plurality,
STV, etc.

Districting often take in account other issues (e.g., proportion of
afro-americans in USA) so districts may be of a very strange
configuration.
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A district in USA

You may lose the original purpose of districts, i.e.,
representation on regional issues.



Districting summary

Summarizing: systems based on districting provides:

• a fair representation on regional issues;

• an excellent accountability of MPs;

• effective governments (if a coalition, then small);

• poor proportionality (inclusiveness);

• poor or no representation on some global issues.
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The Idea of Proportional Representation

It is geared towards global issues.

A scheme of proportional representation attempts to
secure an assembly whose membership will, so far as
possible, be proportionate to the volume of the
different shades of political opinion held throughout
the country;

the microcosm is to be a true reflexion of the
macrocosm (D. Black, 1986).

Decisions of the elected assembly will be made on the basis of
their independent judgements but will be as if the whole society
voted.
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Types of systems of proportional representation

1. Parties prepare ordered or unordered party lists;

2. Firstly, as a result of voting, the support for each party in
the society is calculated in some way;

3. If threshold is in operation, then parties with support below
the threshold are eliminated and seats are distributed;
between the remaining parties proportionally to their
support;

4. A certain rule decides who fills these seats from party lists.

There are open list and closed list systems of PR.
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Closed list and open list systems of PR

In closed list system parties rank candidates and voters have
no say on this.

In open list systems voters have some say on how candidates
are ranked.

E.g., voters may vote for a candidate on a party list and this
vote goes to the party and also influences the position of a
candidate on the list.

NZ electoral commission claims that we have closed list but this
is not completely true.
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Open list ballot



PR summary

Summarizing: systems based on proportional representation
provides:

• fair representation on global issues;

• excellent proportionality (inclusiveness);

• poor accountability of MPs (especially with closed lists);

• often ineffective governments (where many parties are
involved);

• poor representation on local issues.
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What is the middle ground?

Both extremes have plusses and minuses.

There are two principal ways to attempt to obtain the
advantages of both systems.

• Supplementary member vote (or parallel voting):

• voters in effect participate in two separate elections for a
single chamber using different systems,

• the results in one election have little or no impact on the
results of the other.

Major countries where it is in use: Japan, Mexico.
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Is MMP a really middle ground?

Our MMP is predominantly a system of PR with a threshold.

The overall total of party members in the elected body is
intended to mirror the overall proportion of party votes received;

It differs from other forms of PR by including a set of members
elected by geographic constituency who are deducted from the
party totals so as to maintain overall proportionality.

It may be viewed as a peculiar form of semi-open list PR where,
say, National voters may vote for the order on the Labour party
list.
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Design flaws of MMP

• Lots of insincere voting around the threshold (as for all
similar forms of PR).

• It virtually forces local MPs to have party affiliation.
Although independents are theoretically allowed.

• A possibility of overhang is the big elephant in the room
really.

• It forced designers to adopt the rule that parties that win
one or more electorate seats does not have to clear the
threshold.

• Which in turn leads to insincere voting (Epsom).
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Which aspects are reviewed?

Electoral Referendum Act says the review must include:

• the thresholds for the allocation of list seats,

• list members contesting by-elections,

• the rules allowing candidates to both contest an electorate
and be on a party list,

• the rules for ordering candidates on party lists,

• the effect of a party winning more electorate seats than its
party vote share entitles it to,

• other issues raised by the public during the review may
also be considered.

Parliament excluded two matters from the review - Maori
representation and the number of members of Parliament.
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The threshold

Thresholds are needed to prevent excessive fragmentation of
parliaments.

But they are known to cause insincere voting.

It is possible to calculate the optimal threshold for a particular
society. It is normally between 3% and 7%.

But societies do change. So it is silly to fix any by law.

On the other hand we need one. Shall it be variable? There
can be political disagreements on deciding on the value.
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List members contesting by-elections

List members now frequently contest by-elections. In the
2008-2011 Parliament, four by-elections were held (Mt Albert,
Botany, Mana and Te Tai Tokerau). In three of these, sitting list
members contested the electorate.

• Under MMP a sitting member (list or electorate) can stand
in a by-election without first resigning their seat.

• There is no statutory obligation on a list member to resign
their list seat first, or even if they win the by-election.

• If the sitting list member is unsuccessful in the by-election,
they remain a list member of Parliament.

Should this be changed?
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The rules allowing candidates to both contest an
electorate and be on a party list

The Royal Commission considered excluding electorate
candidates from inclusion on party lists.

However, it thought “the creation of two rigidly distinct types of
members would contribute to party disunity” [sic]

Did they think about this when they glued two distinct systems
together?

In its view, a prohibition on dual candidacy would place an
additional burden on small parties who, although unlikely to win
an electorate seat, might want a high profile candidate to
contest it nonetheless.
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There are only logistic difficulties in having an open list for MMP
(like in Bavaria).

Approval voting would be the most natural rule.

Each voter who gives her vote to a party is allowed to mark
candidates on that party list whom she approves of.

The number of approvals determine the order on the list.
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• Take the number of additional list seats from the other
parties entitlement.
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Thank you for your
patience!


